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Abstract

The conventional practice in open cut coal strip mining has been to blast the overburden or coal layers in separate blast events. This is done in order to maximise the benefits from throw blasting and also to limit coal losses. Each blast event usually has a particular design of hole diameters, burdens and spacings, explosive charges and blast timing in order to achieve the required blast outcome for either the overburden or coal. This means that each blast has to be separately cleaned on the surface after excavation of the previous blast. Hole locations then have to be individually surveyed and marked, holes drilled, explosives and initiators loaded and the blast fired. Each of these actions takes considerable time and resources and therefore impacts on mine productivity. The mine has to be cleared for each blast event and every blast presents a new potential source for noise, dust or vibration disturbance to the neighbouring population. Exposed highwalls are also subjected to vibration and damage from each subsequent blast event.

Orica has recently developed a revolutionary new mining method that combines the separate blast events into a single blast through the innovative use of the i-kon™ electronic initiation system. Multiple overburden and coal strata can now be drilled, loaded with explosives and initiators and blasted in a single cycle. Each layer is blasted with a unique design and achieves its targeted blast result, which is different from that of the other layers. Designs in each layer generally differ in explosive type and powder factor, inter-hole and inter-row delays, direction of initiation and initiation time and position, making this method distinct from conventional through-seam blasting. High throw is achieved in the overburden while coal losses and pulverisation are reduced, leading to increased coal seam recoveries. Specialised blast models and blast design software are used in the design process.

The method has been proven in full-scale field trials in the Hunter Valley, NSW, Australia. It is being used commercially in production blasting in Australia and may be applicable at virtually all open cut coal strip mines around the world.
Introduction

The mining methods used in open cut coal strip mining in most major coal producing countries have been well established and fairly consistent over the past few decades. These general mining practices have been described by Kukla et al. (1993) and Aspinall et al. (1993) amongst others. Figure 1 shows a schematic of typical coal strip mining operations. In most cases the overburden and coal cannot be excavated without prior blasting operations. Conventional drill and blast practices are used in both the overburden and coal, with each of these being mined in a separate cycle. Each layer is cleared and prepared, surveyed, drilled, loaded with explosives, initiators and stemming and blasted.

Australian coal mine productivity and overall production have shown a gradual increase over the years (Barnett, 2000) as these practices have been refined and as economies of scale, especially from the use of increasingly larger mining equipment, have steadily been introduced. Another factor driving mine productivity has been the use of “throw” or “cast” blasting, whereby a substantial proportion of the overburden material is thrown or cast directly into a final spoil position by the blast. This practice effectively utilises the explosive energy to perform two functions, namely fragmentation of the rock for subsequent excavation as well as the direct excavation of a proportion of the rock without the need for mechanical handling afterwards. Commonly around 30% of overburden material can be moved in this way, leading to a correspondingly reduced amount of waste to be moved by the mine fleet. Overviews of throw blasting practices and the effects of blast variables have been discussed by Sengstock and Kennedy (1995), Singh, Singh and Katkar (1996) and Workman (1998) amongst others. More recently, increases in throw blasting performance using the i-kon electronic initiation system have been described by Brent (2002).

Figure 2 (on next page) shows the general sequence of events in throw blasting of overburden and removal of the underlying coal seam.

Throw blasting generally employs high explosive powder factors and blast timing that favours forward displacement of the muckpile. The overburden is drilled with large diameter holes, typically 229 - 311 mm (9 - 12 1/4 inch), on a correspondingly large pattern. High-energy bulk explosives are used to maximise muckpile throw and fragmentation in the critical areas for excavation; usually the toe and key cut regions. Care is taken to provide an adequate standoff distance to the top of the underlying coal seams so as to minimise pulverisation, dilution and movement of the coal into the void. Restricting coal loss in throw blasting has been an area of active research for many years (see for example Kanchibotla, Cocker and Scott, 1999)
Figure 2. General mining sequence for throw blasting and coal extraction.
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since these losses translate directly into lost revenue and profit. Techniques such as providing a buffer of imported waste material in front of the coal seam, as well as several modified drilling and explosive loading methods have been trialled over the years with mixed success.

By contrast, coal blasting generally has lower powder factors and blast timing that limits any displacement of the coal. This mode of blasting is often termed “stand-up” blasting. The blast patterns used in blasting the coal are smaller with smaller diameter holes generally being used. Hole diameters for coal blasting may range from 127 - 254 mm (5 - 10 inch). Often, a separate dedicated drill rig is used for coal blasting. The coal blast blocks are often smaller than the overlying overburden throw blast block. This may be done for several reasons, including problems with keeping the coal blastholes open for a sufficient period of time and complications from water ingress into the blastholes and explosive over fairly short periods of time. This means that two or three separate coal blasts are performed to excavate the coal from one throw blast block. Overall, it is thus not unusual to have four separate blast events to mine the coal from a single throw blast block.

**Drawbacks of conventional mining practice**

While throw blasting has undoubtedly increased coal mine productivity by moving much of the overburden into final spoil, there are still a number of drawbacks with the conventional practice. The major problem of coal dilution and loss has already been mentioned above. Furthermore, each separate blast cycle includes the steps of blast surface and face preparation, surveying and marking hole collar locations, drill rig location at each blasthole collar, drilling, hole depth measurement, explosive charge and initiator determination and loading, stemming, pit clearance and firing followed by post-blast clearance and cleanup operations. Each of these steps requires considerable resources and time to perform.

The penalties associated with each additional drill and blast cycle in conventional practice include:

- The direct costs in resources and time to perform the chain of steps listed above for each drill and blast cycle of an individual layer.
- Direct downtime for the entire pit as it is cleared for each additional blast event.
- Each additional blast may be a source of dust, fume, noise and vibration disturbance, or even non-compliance with environmental standards.
- Separate coal blasts occur at the foot of new highwalls. The freestanding highwalls are thus subjected to considerable vibration from the coal blast and have the potential to lose stability due to resonant vibrational motion, or they may release material from the face onto the coal, requiring subsequent cleanup. Large coal blasts such as those typical of the Powder River Basin in the USA produce considerable levels of blast vibration that may contribute to highwall instability.
- The operations involved in the coal blast cycle incur additional risks as they involve working under the highwall for extended periods.
- Additional inadvertent backfill may occur as the drill withdraws from each new blasthole and moves into position to drill subsequent holes. This equates to lost drilling expenditure on each newly drilled blast pattern.

All the above drawbacks can now be eliminated with the new mining method of multiple strata blasting.
New method of multiple strata blasting

A new method for concurrently drilling, loading and blasting separate multiple layers of overburden and coal seams has recently been developed and tested. The method allows for full exploitation of the benefits of throw blasting while improving the ability to limit coal damage, dilution and loss. Effectively, in its simplest form, this method combines the first three steps from each of the overburden and coal sequences shown in Figure 2 into single steps combining both layers.

Furthermore, the method may be extended beyond a single layer of overburden and coal to multiple layers of waste and coal. The method incorporates the use of the i-kon electronic initiation system which has been described elsewhere (for example Brent, 2002). Precise electronic initiation systems like the i-kon system are required to provide the necessary timing ranges, flexibility and accuracy to achieve the complex blast timing within the multiple strata blasts. Figure 3 shows a schematic representation of the case of a multiple strata blast to achieve throw blasting in a single overburden layer combined with fragmentation of a single underlying coal seam in a “stand-up” mode of blasting.

In this multiple blast, the overburden is thrown first and once it is in front of the coal seam to provide a buffer, the coal blast is fired some time later, usually several seconds later. The blast design in the overburden is such that throw is maximised subject to environmental constraints such as airblast. By contrast, the blast design in the coal is such that sufficient fragmentation is obtained with very little vertical or lateral disruption of the coal seam. This requires vastly different powder factors and blast timing in each layer. Not only are the inter-hole delays in the coal blast completely different to those used in the overburden, the initiation position and direction of the blast are also completely different. It should be noted that a presplit row may form part of the throw blast phase of the multiple blast; being fired ahead of the main throw blast holes.

Figure 4 (on next page) shows a more complex multiple blast with several strata. In this case, two coal seams, an interburden layer and an overburden layer are all concurrently drilled and blasted in a single cycle. The uppermost overburden is subjected to a throw blast while the interburden and bottom coal seams are blasted in “stand-up” mode. In this example the upper thin coal seam is not directly loaded with explosives.

![Diagram](image-url)
Instead, sufficient fragmentation for its subsequent excavation is achieved via the indirect explosive stress wave action both from the blasts above and below this layer. Once again, in this multiple blast the overburden is thrown first and is in position above and in front of the bottom coal seam to provide a buffer before the coal is fired. Again, the blast design in the overburden maximises the throw subject to environmental constraints. The blast designs in the interburden and the bottom coal seam are different to the throw blast and to each other. The goals in the coal and interburden are to provide sufficient fragmentation while minimising pulverisation, dilution and disruption of both coal seams. Quite different powder factors and blast initiation timing are again applied in each layer. As for the two-layer example the inter-hole and inter-row delays in the various strata are completely different from other strata and the initiation positions and directions of progression of the blasts in each of the strata also differ. Furthermore, the order of firing the various strata is not limited to top-down sequencing as modified orders have also been used. Once again, a presplit may form part of such a multiple blast to facilitate highwall quality.

It must be noted that this method, named Stratablast™, is quite distinct from so-called “through-seam blasting”, which has been successfully adopted for many years in some operations, particularly where seams are steeply dipping or undulating. Through-seam blasting has been described by Chung and Jorgenson (1985), Burrell (1990) and Kukla et al. (1993) amongst others. In conventional through-seam blasting the overburden and interburden are drilled and blasted in a single blast cycle, thus blasting through intermediate coal seams. However, through-seam blasting is different from throw blasting as through-seam blasts are specifically designed to minimise lateral movement of all of the material in order to avoid any disruption of the coal seams, except possibly in a vertical sense. Explosive powder factors in through-seam blasts are thus generally low. Furthermore, through-seam blasting does not use blast initiation timing that may promote forward or sideways movement of the material, such as that used in throw blasting. Another major distinction is that in conventional through-seam blasting the delays between adjacent holes and the direction of blast initiation are designed to be the same for each layer blasted. Non-electric detonators are therefore often adequate for this type of blasting, with a surface detonator providing the inter-hole delays and downhole detonators providing any inter-deck delays. Often, through-seam blasting is used where the coal seams are relatively thin, allowing the subsequent mining of the seams without the need to blast the coal.
Application methodology

The overall methodology for multiple strata blasting comprises several steps, including:

- Determining major blast objectives, including overburden throw goals and environmental constraints.
- Ascertaining the locations of various strata, using techniques such as blasthole logging with gamma ray equipment.
- Modelling of the blast using blast models, such as SOH (Minchinton and Dare-Bryan, 2005). An output from this model for determining the muckpile throw profile and the coal seam movement for a multiple strata blast in the Hunter Valley is shown in Figure 5. The modelling is used to guide the blast design process.
- Determination of appropriate blast design parameters, including burdens and spacings, explosive loading, stand-off distances and importantly, the sequence, direction and timing of the blast initiation; with each explosive charge within the entire multiple blast generally having a unique firing time. Usually the various blast layers will have different inter-hole and inter-row delays, as well as a different the direction of initiation to other blast layers.
- Where environmental constraints are imposed, further models such as statistical vibration models (see Blair, 1999) are required to refine blast design, particularly the complex blast initiation timing.
- Blast design implementation in the field, with accurate explosive charge and inert deck location being of paramount importance.
- Measurement of blast performance, including environmental performance and blast throw.
- Measurement of mining productivity, especially coal recovery and excavator performance, as well as reductions in lost time and resources.

Figure 5. Blast model output for a multiple strata blast - combined throw blast, interburden and dual coal seam blast.
Current status and future directions

The method of multiple strata blasting has now been developed and technically refined by the authors over the past two years. Full-scale trials in the Hunter were successfully implemented from late 2004. The cases of two layers (overburden and coal) and four layers (overburden, coal, interburden and coal) have been successfully tested. Blast outcomes and mine productivity results from these trials have been exceptional. Coal recoveries, in particular, have far exceeded those usually obtained in the conventional separate blasting of the strata. Orica holds an international patent for this technique, covering amongst other features the use of throw blasts above stand-up blasts as well as the use of different inter-hole and inter-row delays within various layers of a blast. The methodology may also be applied to conventional throw blasts by creating a second blast layer within the overburden to eliminate coal loss. The method is now being used in production blasting and is believed to be applicable in most open cut coal situations.

The method offers new flexibility to open cut coal operations where new ways of combining multiple layers into single drill and blast cycles may be considered. For example, while this paper has focussed on overburden and coal, the application of this technique to prestripping operations may also be readily achieved. The future development of deeper drilling capabilities may extend the benefits of this new mining method even more.
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